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Step 8:  Position Unit B4, (Row-4) onto the top of Unit B3, (Row-3) 
with right-sides-together.  Match and pin both pieces together at 
each cross-section.

Step 9: Remove the foundation papers under Row-3 without 
disturbing the pins. Then sew both strips together with Row-3 
next to the feed dogs. 

Step 10: To finished 
the star point, remove 
the foundation papers from 
under Row-4 and press the seam 
towards Row-3.

Repeat Steps 1-10 for each star point. 

 █ ASSEMBLING THE 10” BLOCKS
Foundation Paper: Remove the foundation paper from any of 
the remaining pieces.

Step 1: The blocks are sewn together in the order shown in the 
following Block Layouts. The graphics were drawn as if you were 
looking at the front side of the fabric. The pieces are sewn together 
with right-sides facing together.  The Template and Unit Placement 
is shown below.

Step 2: Use the arrows as your pressing guides for all seams. The 
seams are  pressed clockwise on the backside of the fabric, which 
appears counter-clockwise from the front side. Only half of the 
units is shown in the graphics through Step 5 so the images could 
be larger.  Complete each of these steps for the top and bottom 
half of the Star.
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Step 3: The Star Points are joined and sewn onto the Unit A 
pieces. The joining seams are pressed in opposing directions.

Step 4: The T-Template A-1L and A-1R pieces are joined and sewn 
onto the Star Points. The joining seams are pressed clockwise on 
the backside of the fabric.

Step 5: The T-Template A-2L and A-2R pieces are joined and sewn 
onto the Star Points to complete (16) triangles. The joining seams 
are pressed clockwise on the backside of the fabric.  Do not 
complete any additional sewing.  These blocks will be completed 
with the rest of the quilt in wedges.  


